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ABSTRACT
Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is one of the most popu-
lar methods for c-Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search (c-
ANNS) in high-dimensional spaces. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel LSH scheme based on the Longest Circular Co-
Substring (LCCS) search framework (LCCS-LSH) with a the-
oretical guarantee. We introduce a novel concept of LCCS
and a new data structure named Circular Shift Array (CSA)
for k-LCCS search. The insight of LCCS search framework is
that close data objects will have a longer LCCS than the far-
apart ones with high probability. LCCS-LSH is LSH-family-
independent, and it supports c-ANNS with different kinds of
distance metrics. We also introduce a multi-probe version
of LCCS-LSH and conduct extensive experiments over five
real-life datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that
LCCS-LSH outperforms state-of-the-art LSH schemes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) is a fundamental problem,
and it has wide applications in various fields, such as data
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mining, multimedia databases, machine learning, and artifi-
cial intelligence. Given a distance metric, a database D of n
data objects and a query q with feature representation in d-
dimensional space Rd , the aim of NNS is to find the object
o∗ ∈ D which is closest to q, where o∗ is called the Near-
est Neighbor (NN) of q. The exact NNS in low-dimensional
spaces has been well solved by tree-based methods [6, 18,
26]. For high-dimensional NNS, due to the difficulty of find-
ing exact solutions [20, 38], the approximate version of NNS,
named c-Approximate NNS (c-ANNS), has beenwidely stud-
ied in recent two decades [7, 13, 14, 23–25, 27, 31, 34, 37, 40].
PriorWork. Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [19, 23] and
its variants [2, 4, 9–11, 15, 16, 22, 28, 33] are one of the
most popular methods for high-dimensional c-ANNS. An
LSH scheme consists of two components: the LSH function
family (or simply LSH family) and the search framework.
The idea of LSH families is to construct a family of hash
functions such that the positive probability p1 of the close
objects to be hashed into the same bucket with a query q is
higher than the negative probability p2 of the far-apart ones.
Furthermore, the search framework aims to increase the gap
between p1 and p2, so that the close objects can be identi-
fied efficiently. The most popular search frameworks are the
static concatenating search framework [11, 29, 30, 35] and
the dynamic collision counting framework [15, 21, 22, 39].
Static Concatenating Search Framework. The static concate-
nating search framework was first introduced by Indyk et
al. [23] for Hamming distance, and later was extended to
lp distance (0 < p ≤ 2) by Datar et al. [11], which led to
E2LSH [1] for Euclidean distance (p = 2). E2LSH adopts this
framework as follows. In the indexing phase, E2LSH con-
catenatesK i.i.d. LSH functionsh1,h2, · · · ,hK to form a com-
pound hash function G , i.e., G(o) = (h1(o),h2(o), · · · ,hK (o))
for all o ∈ D. If two objects o and q have the same hash
value, i.e., G(o) = G(q), we say o and q collide in the same
bucket underG . E2LSH samples uniformly at random L such
hash functions G1(·),G2(·), · · · ,GL(·) and builds L hash ta-
bles. In the query phase, E2LSH computes L hash values
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Figure 1: An example of the search frameworks of E2LSH, C2LSH, and LCCS- SH
G1(q),G2(q), · · · ,GL(q) and lookups the corresponding L buck-
ets to find the candidates of q. The variants of E2LSH, such
as LSH-Forest [5], Multi-Probe LSH [30], LSB-Forest [35],
and SK-LSH [29], follow this search framework.
Notably, E2LSH conducts the c-ANNSwith sublinear time
O(dnρ log1/p2 (n)),where ρ = ln(1/p1)/ln(1/p2) [11]. The rea-
son is that the static concatenating search framework can
effectively avoid the false positives in the sense that the
far-apart objects hardly collide with q. Due to the use of K
concatenated LSH functions, such negative probability de-
creases significantly from p2 to p
K
2 . However, the positive
probability also decreases significantly from p1 to p
K
1 , and
hence the true positives are not easy to be identified neither.
For example, as shown in Figure 1(a), suppose o1 is the NN
of q, o2 is also close to q, while o3 is far-apart from q. We
consider K = 4 and L = 2. Due to the use of this frame-
work, o3 does not collide with q, but the close objects o1 and
o2 also fail to collide with q. To achieve a certain recall, the
number of hash tables (i.e., L) of E2LSH is often set to be
more than one hundred, and sometimes up to several hun-
dred [15], leading to a large amount of indexing overhead.
Dynamic Collision Counting Framework. To reduce the large
indexing overhead, Gan et al. [15] introduced a dynamic col-
lision counting framework and the C2LSH scheme accord-
ingly. In the indexing phase, C2LSH uses m independent
LSH functions h1,h2, · · · ,hm to buildm hash tables individ-
ually. Two objects o and q collide in the same bucket un-
der h if h(o) = h(q). The idea of C2LSH is that, if o is close
to q in the original space Rd , then o and q will collide fre-
quently among them hash tables. Thus, in the query phase,
C2LSH maintains the collision number #Col(o) for each o
which collides with q, and o is considered as an NN candi-
date of q if #Col(o) ≥ l , where l is the collision threshold.
C2LSH returns the final answers from a set of such candi-
dates. In fact, this framework can be considered as a dy-
namic l-concatenating search framework, because it checks
a candidate o until #Col(o) ≥ l . Compared to the static con-
catenating search framework which uses KL LSH functions
to generate L combinations only, this framework can gener-
ate
(m
l
)
combinations for each o. Thus, for the same recall,
C2LSH requires much less number of LSH functions than
E2LSH, and thus takes much less indexing overhead. Vari-
ous extensions, such as QALSH [21, 22] and LazyLSH [39],
are proposed based on this framework.
However, the query time complexity of C2LSH in theworst
case isO(n logn) [15], which limits its scalability for large n.
Notice that C2LSH builds hash tables for every single LSH
function. Even though p2 is small for the far-apart objects,
there are expected (1 − (1 − p2)m)n ≈ p2mn objects with
at least one collision, which cannot be neglected especially
for large n. For example, as shown in Figure 1(b), suppose
m = 8 and l = 4, C2LSH can identify the close objects o1 and
o2 since #Col(o1) = #Col(o2) > l , but it also conducts 3 times
collision counting for the far-apart object o3.
Our Method. To achieve a better trade-off between space
and query time, we introduce a novel LSH scheme based on
the Longest Circular Co-Substring (LCCS) search framework
(LCCS-LSH).We first introduce a novel concept of LCCS and
a new data structure named Circular Shift Array (CSA) for
k-LCCS search. Then, in the indexing phase, we exploit a
collection of m independent LSH functions h1,h2, · · · ,hm
to convert data objects into hash strings of length m, i.e.,
H (o) = [h1(o),h2(o), · · · ,hm(o)]. The insight is that, if o is
close to q in Rd , then H (o) will have a longer LCCS with
H (q) than the hash strings for the far-apart ones with high
probability. Let |LCCS(H (o),H (q))| be the length of LCCS
between H (o) and H (q). In the query phase, we find data
objects with the largest |LCCS(H (o),H (q))| as candidates of
q and get the final answers from a set of such candidates.
For example, as shown in Figure 1(c), suppose m = 8 and
we combine the 8 hash values for each object as a circular
hash string. |LCCS(H (o1),H (q))| = 5, which is larger than
|LCCS(H (o2),H (q))| and |LCCS(H (o3),H (q))|, which are 3
and 2, respectively. Thus, the NN o1 can be determined ef-
ficiently. Furthermore, since LCCS-LSH works on the hash
strings only, which is independent of data types, it is LSH-
family-independent and can be applied to c-ANNS under dif-
ferent distance metrics that admit LSH families.
Contributions. In this paper, we introduce a novel LSH
schemeLCCS-LSH for high-dimensional c-ANNS. The LCCS
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search framework dynamically concatenates consecutive hash
values for data objects, which can identify the close objects
in an efficient and effective manner and it requires to tune
only a single parameterm. LCCS-LSH enjoys a quality guar-
antee on query results, and we further analyse its space and
time complexities. In addition, we introduce a multi-probe
version of LCCS-LSH to reduce the indexing overhead. Ex-
perimental results over five real-life datasets demonstrate
that LCCS-LSH outperforms state-of-the-art LSH schemes,
such as Multi-Probe LSH and FALCONN.
Organization. The roadmap of the paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses the problem settings. The LCCS search frame-
work is introduced in Section 3. LCCS-LSH and its theoret-
ical analysis are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Section 6 reports experimental results. Section 7 surveys the
related work. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 8.
2 PRELIMINARIES
Before we introduce the LCCS-LSH scheme, we first review
some preliminary knowledge.
2.1 Problem Settings
In this paper, we consider data objects and queries repre-
sented as vectors in d-dimensional space Rd . Let Dist(o,q)
be a distance metric between any two objects o and q. Sup-
pose D is a database of n data objects from Rd . Given a
query q, we say o∗ is the Nearest Neighbor (NN) of q such
that o∗ = argmino∈D Dist(o,q). Then,
Definition 2.1 (c-ANNS): Given an approximation ratio c
(c > 1), the problem of c-ANNS is to construct a data structure
which, for any query q ∈ Rd , finds a data object o ∈ D such
that Dist(o,q) ≤ c · Dist(o∗,q), where o∗ ∈ D is the NN of q.
Similarly, the problem of c-k-ANNS is to construct a data
structure which, for any query q ∈ Rd , finds k data objects
oi ∈ D (1 ≤ i ≤ k) such that Dist(oi ,q) ≤ c · Dist(o∗i ,q),
where o∗i ∈ D is the ith NN of q.
LSH schemes [2, 10, 11, 23] cannot solve the problem of c-
ANNS directly. Instead, they solve the problem of (R, c)-Near
Neighbor Search ((R, c)-NNS), which is a decision version
of c-ANNS. One can reduce the c-ANNS problem to a series
of (R, c)-NNS via a binary-search-like method within a log
factor overhead, where R ∈ {1, c, c2, · · ·}. Formally,
Definition 2.2 ((R, c)-NNS): Given a search radiusR (R > 0)
and an approximation ratio c (c > 1), the problem of (R, c)-
NNS is to construct a data structure which, for any q ∈ Rd ,
returns objects that satisfy the following conditions:
• If there is an objecto ∈ D such thatDist(o,q) ≤ R, then
return an arbitrary object o′ such that Dist(o′,q) ≤ cR;
• If Dist(o,q) > cR for all o ∈ D, then return nothing;
• Otherwise, the result is undefined.
LCCS-LSH is orthogonal to the LSH family and can han-
dle various kinds of distance metrics. Thus, Dist(·, ·) can be
the widespread distance metrics, such as Euclidean distance,
Hamming distance, Angular distance, and so on. In this pa-
per, we focus on two popular distancemetrics, i.e., Euclidean
distance and Angular distance, to demonstrate the superior
performance of LCCS-LSH. Notice that we do not claim that
every distance metric can be handled by LCCS-LSH. It sup-
ports the distance metrics if and only if there exist LSH fam-
ilies for them.
2.2 Locality-Sensitive Hashing
LSH schemes [2, 4, 10, 11, 19, 23, 36] are one of the most
popular methods for c-ANNS. Given a hash function h, we
say two objects o and q collide in the same bucket if h(o) =
h(q). Formally, an LSH family is defined as follows [19].
Definition 2.3 (LSH Family): Given a search radius R (R >
0) and an approximation ratio c , a hash family H = {h :
R
d → U} is said to be (R, cR,p1,p2)-sensitive, if for any o,q ∈
R
d ,H satisfies the following conditions:
• If Dist(o,q) ≤ R, then Prh∈H[h(o) = h(q)] ≥ p1;
• If Dist(o,q) > cR, then Prh∈H[h(o) = h(q)] ≤ p2;
• c > 1 and p1 > p2.
With an LSH familyH , we have Theorem2.1 for the static
concatenating search framework as follows [19].
Theorem2.1 (Theorem 3.4 in [19]): Given an (R, cR,p1,p2)-
sensitive hash family H , one can build a data structure for
the (R, c)-NNS which uses O(n1+ρ/p1) space and O(dnρ/p1 ·
⌈log1/p2(n)⌉) query time, where ρ = ln(1/p1)/ln(1/p2).
Next, we review two LSH families, i.e., the random projec-
tion LSH family [11] and the cross polytope LSH family [36],
for Euclidean distance and Angular distance, respectively.
Random Projection LSH Family. The random projection
LSH family [11] is designed for Euclidean distance. Given
two objects o = (o1,o2, · · · ,od ) and q = (q1,q2, · · · ,qd ), Eu-
clidean distance is computed as ‖o − q‖ =
√∑d
i=1(oi − qi )2.
The LSH function is defined as follows:
h ®a,b (o) =
⌊ ®a · ®o + b
w
⌋
, (1)
where a is a d-dimensional vector with each entry chosen
i.i.d from standard Gaussian distribution N(0, 1);w is a pre-
specified bucketwidth;b is a randomoffset chosen uniformly
at random from [0,w).
Given any two objects o,q ∈ Rd , let τ = ‖o − q‖. The
collision probability p(τ ) is computed as follows [11]:
p(τ ) = Pr[h ®a,b (o) = h ®a,b (q)]
= 1 − 2Φ(−w/τ ) − 2√
2π (w/τ ) (1 − e
−(w/τ )2/2), (2)
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where Φ(x) =
∫ x
−∞
1√
2π
e−x
2/2 dx is the Cumulative Distribu-
tion Function (CDF) of N(0, 1).
Cross Polytope LSH Family. Let Sd−1 be the unit sphere
in Rd centered in the origin. The cross polytope LSH family
[36] is designed for the Euclidean distance on Sd−1, which
is equivalent to the Angular distance. Given two objects o =
(o1,o2, · · · ,od ) and q = (q1,q2, · · · ,qd ), Angular distance is
computed as θ (o,q) = cos−1( ®o · ®q‖o ‖ ‖q ‖ ).
The cross polytope LSH family has been shown to out-
perform the hyperplane LSH family [10] and achieves the
asymptotically optimal hash quality ρ [3, 36]. Let A ∈ Rd×d
be a random rotation matrix with each entry drawn i.i.d
from N(0, 1). Suppose ei is the ith standard basis vector of
R
d and uj ∈ {±ei }1≤i≤d . Given any object o ∈ Sd−1, i.e.,
‖o‖ = 1, the LSH function is defined as follows:
hA(o) = argmin
j
uj −A · o/‖A · o‖ . (3)
Given any two objects o,q ∈ Sd−1, let τ = ‖o − q‖, where
0 < τ < 2. The collision probability p(τ ) can be computed
as follows [3]:
ln
1
p(τ ) =
τ 2
4 − τ 2 · lnd +Oτ (ln lnd), (4)
and the hash quality ρ can be computed as follows [3]:
ρ =
1
c2
· 4 − c
2R2
4 − R2 + o(1). (5)
3 THE LCCS SEARCH FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present the LCCS search framework. We
introduce the concepts of LCCS and k-LCCS search in Sec-
tion 3.1. Then, we propose a novel data structure Circular
Shift Array (CSA) for k-LCCS search in Section 3.2.
3.1 Definition of LCCS
We first introduce the definition of Circular Co-Substring. It
can be considered as the common circular substring of two
strings starting from the same position. Formally,
Definition 3.1: Given two strings T = [t1, t2, · · · , tm] and
Q = [q1,q2, · · · ,qm] of the same length m, a string X is
a Circular Co-Substring of T and Q if and only if X is an
empty string, X = [ti , ti+1, · · · , tj ] = [qi ,qi+1, · · · ,q j ], or
X = [tj , · · · , tm, t1, · · · , ti ] = [qj , · · · ,qm, q1, · · · ,qi ], where
1 ≤ i < j ≤ m.
Example 3.1: Consider two strings T = [1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 5] and
Q = [1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] as an example. The substring [5, 1] is a
Circular Co-Substring of T and Q . However, although the
substring [1, 2, 3, 4] is a common circular substring ofT and
Q , it is not a Circular Co-Substring, because it does not start
from the same position ofT and Q . △
Let |T | be the length of a string T . The Longest Circular
Co-Substring (LCCS) is defined as follows.
Definition 3.2: Given any two strings T and Q of the same
length, let S(T ,Q) be the set of all Circular Co-Substrings of
T and Q . The LCCS of T and Q is defined as LCCS(T ,Q) =
argmaxX ∈S(T ,Q ) |X |.
The problem of k-Longest Circular Co-Substring search
(k-LCCS search) is defined as follows.
Definition 3.3: Given a collection of strings T of the same
lengthm, the problem of k-LCCS search is to construct a data
structure which, for any query string Q that |Q | = m, finds
a set of strings T ∗ ⊆ T with cardinality k such that for all
T ∗ ∈ T ∗,T ′ ∈ T\T ∗, |LCCS(T ′,Q)| ≤ |LCCS(T ∗,Q)|.
3.2 k-LCCS Search
Suppose LCP(T ,Q) is the Longest Common Prefix (LCP) be-
tween two stringsT andQ . Given a stringT = [t1, t2, · · · , tm]
and an integer i ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m − 1}, let shi f t(T , i) = [ti+1,
· · · , tm , t1, · · · , ti ] be the circular string of T after shifting i
positions. Since the index of T starts from 1, shi f t(T , i − 1)
corresponds to the circular string of T starting from ti . For
simplicity, for a collection of strings T , we let shi f t(T , i) =
{shi f t(T , i) | T ∈ T }.
To solve the problem of k-LCCS search, we propose a
data structure named Circular Shift Array (CSA), which is in-
spired by Suffix Array [32]. Specifically, the insight of CSA
comes from Fact 3.1, which is described as follows.
Fact 3.1: Given two strings T and Q of the same length m,
LCCS(T ,Q) = maxi ∈{0,1, · · · ,m−1} LCP(shi f t(T , i), shi f t(Q, i)).
According to Fact 3.1, the LCCS(T ,Q) can be identified by
considering the LCP of all shifted T ’s and Q’s. Let ≺ and 
be the alphabetical order relationships of strings, where 
allows equal cases. We have Fact 3.2 as follows.
Fact 3.2: If T1  T2 ≺ T3 , then ∀Q ,
|LCP(T2,Q)| ≥ min(|LCP(T1,Q)|, |LCP(T3,Q)|).
The soundness of Fact 3.2 is obvious. Let min(T ) and
max(T ) be the minimum and maximum string in alphabet-
ical order of T , respectively. Then,
Corollary 3.1: For any stringQ s.t.min(T )  Q ≺ max(T ),
let Tl = argmaxT ∈T T  Q and Tu = argminT ∈T Q ≺ T be
the lower bound and upper bound of Q , respectively. If T ∗ =
argmaxT ∈T |LCP(T ,Q)|, then T ∗ = Tl or T ∗ = Tu .
Corollary 3.1 indicates that, given a query string Q and
a database of n sorted strings T in alphabetical order, one
can use binary search on T to find T ∗ in O(m + logn) time.
It yields a simple method with two phases to answer the 1-
LCCS query as follows: In the indexing phase, given a data-
base T of n strings of length m, we sort shi f t(T , i − 1) in
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Algorithm 1: Building CSA
Input: T : a dataset of n strings of lengthm such that T = {T1,T2, · · · ,Tn} and |Ti | =m.
Output:m sorted indices {I1, I2, · · · , Im} andm next links {N1,N2, · · · ,Nm}.
1 for i = 1 tom do
2 Ii = arg sort(shi f t(T , i − 1)); ⊲ Ii is the sorted index of n strings in shi f t(T , i − 1)
3 for i = 1 tom do
4 for j = 1 to n do
5 pos[Ii%m+1[j]] = j; ⊲ pos is the position of n strings in the next sorted index Ii%m+1
6 for j = 1 to n do
7 Ni [j] = pos[Ii [j]]; ⊲ Ni is the position of n strings in the next sorted shi f t(T , i%m)
8 return {I1, I2, · · · , Im} and {N1,N2, · · · ,Nm};
alphabetical order and maintain the sorted index Ii for each
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}. In the query phase, to find the 1-LCCS of
Q , we conduct binary search on each sorted index Ii to get
T ∗i such thatT
∗
i = argmaxT ∈shif t (T,i−1) |LCP(T , shi f t(Q, i −
1))|; the 1-LCCS ofQ is the stringT ∗ among {T ∗1 ,T ∗2 , · · · ,T ∗m}
with the largest |LCP(T ∗i , shi f t(Q, i − 1))|.
This simple method requires m times binary search, and
hence the query time complexity is O(m(m + logn)). Next,
we introduce a strategy to reduce the query time complexity
to O(m + logn) under certain assumptions.
Lemma 3.1: SupposeTl  Q ≺ Tu . For any k ≥ 1, if we have
|LCP(Tl ,Q)| ≥ k and |LCP(Tu ,Q)| ≥ k , then shi f t(Tl ,k) 
shi f t(Q,k) ≺ shi f t(Tu ,k).
Lemma 3.1 is true according to the definition of ≺ and .
According to Lemma 3.1, once we conduct binary search on
shi f t(T , i − 1) for a query string shi f t(Q, i − 1) and findTl,i
and Tu,i as its lower bound and upper bound, respectively,
we can immediately know a loose lower bound and a loose
upper bound for shi f t(Q, i). Let lenl,i = |LCP(Tl,i , shi f t(Q, i−
1))| and lenu,i = |LCP(Tu,i , shi f t(Q, i − 1))|. Then,
Corollary 3.2: If lenl,i ≥ 1 and lenu,i ≥ 1, then the lower
boundTl,i+1 and upper boundTu,i+1 of shi f t(Q, i) satisfy that
shi f t(Tl,i , 1)  Tl,i+1  shi f t(Q, i) ≺ Tu,i+1  shi f t(Tu,i , 1).
Based on Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, the simplemethod
discussed before can be further optimized. To find the 1-
LCCS ofQ , we conduct only once binary search on thewhole
shi f t(T , 0) (i = 1) for the query shi f t(Q, 0) (or simply Q).
Then, for the query shi f t(Q, i−1) (i > 1), according to Corol-
lary 3.2, we can conduct binary search on shi f t(T , i − 1)
between shi f t(Tl,i−1, 1) and shi f t(Tu,i−1, 1). After that, we
get Tl,i and Tu,i and can continue to use them to narrow
down the binary search range for the next query shi f t(Q, i).
We repeat this procedure, and the 1-LCCS of Q will be the
string with the longest LCP among LCP(Tl,i , shi f t(Q, i − 1))
and LCP(Tu,i , shi f t(Q, i − 1)) for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}.
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Figure 2: An example of the 1-LCCS search
To speed up the query phase, we need to know the po-
sitions of shi f t(Tl,i , 1) and shi f t(Tu,i , 1) when we get Tl,i
and Tu,i . Thus, in the indexing phase, we not only need to
maintain the sorted indices {I1, I2, · · · , Im}, but also require
to store the next links {N1,N2, · · · ,Nm}, e.g., Ni stores the
positions of T in the next sorted shi f t(T , i%m). The pseudo-
code of building CSA is depicted in Algorithm 1.
To find the k-LCCS ofQ , we first follow the procedure of
1-LCCS search and computeTl,i andTu,i for each shi f t(Q, i−
1). Then, we construct a priority queue PQ and perform a
2m-way sorted list merge. The strings with top-k longest
lengths in PQ are the k-LCCS results ofQ . The pseudo-code
of k-LCCS search is shown in Algorithm 2.
Example 3.2: We now use an example to illustrate Algo-
rithm 2. Supposek = 1.We continue to use the sameo1,o2,o3
and q from Figure 1 as in Figure 2. We follow Algorithm 1
and build CSA with sorted indices {I1, I2, · · · , I8} and next
links {N1,N2, · · · , N8}, e.g., I1 = [1, 3, 2] and N1 = [3, 1, 2].
Given a query string q = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], to find the
1-LCCS of q, we first conduct binary search on the whole I1,
and get the positions of Tl,1 and Tu,1, i.e., posl,1 and posu,1,
as depicted by red brackets (line 2). Since q ≺ o1, posl,1 =
posu,1 = 1. Then, along with Ni , the binary search range
on the next Ii+1 can be determined, as shown by blue dash
brackets (lines 5–9). For example, consider I5, since shi f t(o3,
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Algorithm 2: k-LCCS Search using CSA
Input: T = {T1,T2, · · · ,Tn}, {I1, I2, · · · , Im}, {N1,N2, · · · ,Nm}, Q , and #candidates k;
Output: C: the results of k-LCCS search.
1 C ← ∅; PQ ← ∅ ; ⊲ C is a candidate set and PQ is a priority queue
2 (posl,1,posu,1, lenl,1, lenu,1)← BinarySearch(I1,Q) ; ⊲ posl,i and posu,i are the positions of Tl,i and Tu,i in Ii
3 PQ .push(lenl,1,posl,1, 1,−1) ; ⊲ −1 represents the down direction
4 PQ .push(lenu,1,posu,1, 1,+1) ; ⊲ +1 represents the up direction
5 for i = 2 tom do
6 if lenl,i−1 ≥ 1 and lenu,i−1 ≥ 1 then
7 (posl,i ,posu,i , lenl,i , lenu,i )← BinarySearchBetween(Ii , shi f t(Q, i − 1),Ni−1[Ii−1[posl,i−1]],Ni−1[Ii−1[posu,i−1]]);
8 else
9 (posl,i ,posu,i , lenl,i , lenu,i )← BinarySearch(Ii , shi f t(Q, i − 1));
10 PQ .push(lenl,i ,posl,i , i,−1);
11 PQ .push(lenu,i ,posu,i , i,+1);
12 while |C| < k do
13 (len,pos, i,dir ) ← PQ .top(); PQ .pop();
14 C ← C ∪ {Ii [pos]};
15 PQ .push(|LCP(shi f t(TIi [pos], i − 1), shi f t(Q, i − 1))|,pos + dir , i,dir );
16 return C;
4) ≺ shi f t(q, 4) ≺ shi f t(o1, 4), posl,5 = 2 and posu,5 = 3.
Since N5[posl,5] = 1 and N5[posu,5] = 2, the binary search
range on I6 is narrowed down to [1, 2]. We use a priority
queue to check the objects with longest LCP among {I1, I2,
· · · , I8} (lines 3–4, lines 8–9, and lines 12–15). o1 is first veri-
fied becauseo1 has the largest |LCP(shi f t(o1, 5), shi f t(q, 5))| =
5 on I6, and o1 is the 1-LCCS of q. △
Theorem 3.1: Let T = [t1, t2, · · · , tm] and Q = [q1,q2, · · · ,
qm]. If the probability that ti = qi equals to p and is inde-
pendent for each i , one can build a data structure CSA using
Algorithm 1 withO(nm) space andO(mn logn) time, and an-
swer the k-LCCS queries using Algorithm 2 within O(logn +
(m + k) logm) time.
Proof. The space complexity of CSA is obvious. Since
{I1, I2, · · · , Im} and {N1,N2, · · · ,Nm} require O(nm) space,
the space complexity of Algorithm 1 is also O(nm). Algo-
rithm 1 requiresm times quick sort and each takesO(n logn)
time. Thus, the indexing time complexity isO(mn logn).
For the k-LCCS search, Algorithm 2 first conducts binary
search on I1, which requires O(logn) time (line 2). At each
iteration i (lines 5-11), there are expectedO(1/p) objects be-
tween the lower boundNi−1[Ii−1[posl,i−1]] and upper bound
Ni−1[Ii−1[posu,i−1]]; since p is a constant value, each binary
search takes O(log(min(1/p,n))) = O(1) time only. To find
the k-LCCS of Q , there are O(m + k) priority queue opera-
tions on average (lines 12-15), and each takes atmostO(logm)
time. Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 isO(logn +
(m + k) logm). 
4 THE LCCS-LSH SCHEME
In this section, we present the LCCS-LSH schemes for high-
dimensional c-ANNS. Section 4.1 introduces the single-probe
version of LCCS-LSH.We design a heuristic multi-probe ver-
sion of LCCS-LSH in Section 4.2.
4.1 Single-Probe LCCS-LSH
The single-probe LCCS-LSH scheme (or simply LCCS-LSH)
consists of two phases: indexing phase and query phase.
IndexingPhase.Given a databaseD ofn data objects, LCCS-
LSHfirst generatesm i.i.d. LSH functionsh1,h2, · · · ,hm from
the LSH family H . Then, it computes the m hash values
h1(o),h2(o), · · · ,hm(o) for each o ∈ D and concatenates all
of them to a hash string H (o) = [h1(o),h2(o), · · · ,hm(o)] of
lengthm. Let T = {H (o) | o ∈ D} be a collection of n such
hash strings. Finally, LCCS-LSH constructs a data structure
CSA for T using Algorithm 1.
Query Phase. For the c-ANNS of q, LCCS-LSH first com-
putes the hash stringH (q). Then, it conducts aλ-LCCS search
of H (q) using Algorithm 2, and gets a set C of candidates
such that |C| = λ. Finally, we compute the actual distance
between each candidate o ∈ C and q, and return the near-
est one as the c-ANNS answer of q. For the c-k-ANNS of q,
LCCS-LSH only needs to conduct (λ+k−1)-LCCS search of
H (q) and verifies (λ + k − 1) candidates from C accordingly.
The nearest k objects among C are the c-k-ANNS answers
of q. λ is a parameter which is determined bym and n. We
will discuss the settings ofm and λ in Section 5.
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Notably, theLCCS(H (o),H (q)) betweenH (o) andH (q) can
be considered as a dynamic concatenation of l consecutive
hash values, i.e., hi (o),hi+1(o), · · · ,h(i+l )%m(o), where l =
|LCCS(H (o),H (q))|. Thus, the LCCS search framework can
be considered as a dynamic concatenating search framework.
Similar to the static concatenating search framework, the
false positives can be effectively avoided due to the con-
catenation. Furthermore, since Algorithm 2 prioritizes the
objects with the largest |LCCS(H (o),H (q))| as candidates, it
can also identify the correct answers efficiently.
4.2 Multi-Probe LCCS-LSH
The multi-probe schemes are widely used to reduce space
overhead, such as Multi-Probe LSH [30] for random projec-
tion LSH family [11] and FALCONN [3] for cross-polytope
LSH family [36]. However, they are designed for the static
concatenating search framework. It is inefficient to trivially
adapt existing multi-probe schemes to LCCS-LSH.
Challenges.To explain the reasonwhy existing multi-probe
schemes do not work well with LCCS-LSH, we first con-
sider a trivial multi-probe extension: given a hash string
H (q) = [h1(q),h2(q), · · · ,hm(q)], we adopt existing multi-
probe schemes to (virtually) generate a sequence of probes
by modifying some of hi (q) among H (q); then, we conduct
a λ-LCCS search of this modified H (q) in the probing se-
quence using Algorithm 2. This trivial multi-probe exten-
sion, however, has twomajor problems. Firstly, if we modify
a single hi only, since Algorithm 2 uses LCP to find the ob-
jects with largest |LCCS(H (o),H (q))|, the LCP from most of
the positions after i , i.e., i +1, i +2, · · · , are identical to those
before modification, which should be avoided. Secondly, for
the λ-LCCS search of H (q) after two modifications which
are far away from each other, it is very likely that the new
probed objects were checked in previous probing sequence,
leading to redundant computations.
Example 4.1: We now use Figure 3 to illustrate these two
problems. Suppose H (q) = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and H (1), H (2),
andH (3) are three alternative probes by modifyingh1(q) and
h4(q) to 5. Let T = {H (o1),H (o2),H (o3)}. Firstly, by modify-
ing H (q) to H (1), except for shi f t(T , 2) and shi f t(T , 3), the
objects that have longest LCP ofH (1) from other shi f t(T , i)
do not change, i.e., i ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 0, 1}. Thus, they should be
avoided for the λ-LCCS search ofH (1). Similarly, forH (2), we
only need to consider shi f t(T , 5), shi f t(T , 6), shi f t(T , 7),
and shi f t(T , 0). Secondly, considering H (3), which is a com-
bination ofH (1) andH (2) and these two modifications are far
enough. We can see the new candidates introduced by H (3)
are either the objects from shi f t(T , 2) and shi f t(T , 3) by
the λ-LCCS search ofH (1) or those from shi f t(T , 5), shi f t(T ,
6), shi f t(T , 7), and shi f t(T , 0) by the λ-LCCS search ofH (2).
SinceH (1) andH (2) have fewer modifications thanH (3), they
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Figure 3: An example of MP-LCCS-LSH
have higher priority than H (3). The new candidates intro-
duced byH (3) were checked already. It is redundant to probe
H (3). △
MP-LCCS-LSH. To address these two problems, we design
amulti-probe scheme for LCCS-LSH, namedMP-LCCS-LSH,
making use of existing multi-probe schemes, such as Multi-
Probe LSH and FALCONN.Given a hash stringH (q) = [h1(q),
h2(q), · · · , hm(q)], we can get m lists of alternative hash
values, i.e., {h1(q)(j)}, {h2(q)(j)}, · · · , {hm(q)(j)}, where each
{hi (q)(j)} is a list of alternative hash values of hi (q). For ex-
ample, for Multi-Probe LSH, {hi (q)(j)} = {hi (q) ± 1,hi (q) ±
2, · · · }, whereas for FALCONN, {hi (q)(j)} is a list of other
vertices of the cross-polytope. Let score(i,hi (q)(j)) be the
score of the jth alternative hi (q)(j) in ith position, and we
reuse the score function from existing multi-probe schemes.
Without loss of generality, we consider each {hi (q)(j)} is
sorted in ascending order of their scores. A perturbation
vector δ is a list of pairs (i,hi (q)(j)), where i is the posi-
tion of modification and hi (q)(j) is used to replace hi (q), e.g.,
δ = {(2,h2(q)(1)), (5,h5(q)(3))} means to modify h2(q) to
h2(q)(1) and h5(q) to h5(q)(3). We inherent score(δ ) to be the
score of δ from existing multi-probe schemes.
Skip Unaffected Positions. For the first problem, we skip the
unaffected positions. During the first λ-LCCS search ofH (q),
we additionally store thematched positionsposl,i ,posu,i and
the lengths lenl,i , lenu,i for each i at lines 2, 7, and 9 of Al-
gorithm 2. If the modification of H (q) is not in the positions
between i and i+max(lenl,i , lenu,i ), it will not affect the LCP
of shi f t(H (q), i−1) at position i . Thus, instead of conducting
a full λ-LCCS search from position 1 tom, the probe ofH (q)
with δ = {(i1,hi1(q)(j1)), (i2,hi2(q)(j2)), · · · } can be checked
by the LCP of shi f t(H (q), i) starting from the first position
is such that is + max(lenl,is , lenu,is ) > i1 to i1, i.e., with a
modification of Algorithm 2 at lines 2 and 5.
Perturbation Vector Generation. For the second problem, we
restrict the gap between two adjacent modified positions in
a perturbation vector. For example, given a perturbation vec-
tor δ = {(1,h1(q)(3)), (2,h2(q)(1)), (5,h5(q)(2))}, the gaps of δ
at the 1st and 2nd positions are respectively 2 − 1 = 1 and
5−2 = 3, and they should be less than or equal to a threshold
MAX_GAP . We set MAX_GAP = 2 in practice.
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Algorithm 3: Generating Perturbation Vectors
Input: #probes ,MAX_GAP ;
Output: ∆: a set of perturbation vectors.
1 ∆ ← {∅} ; ⊲ add "no perturbation" into ∆
2 PQ ← ∅; ⊲ a minimum priority queue
3 for i = 1 tom do
4 δ = {(i,hi (q)(1))};
5 PQ .push(δ , score(δ ));
6 for t = 2 to #probes do
7 s, δ = PQ .top(); PQ .pop();
8 ∆ ← ∆ ∪ {δ };
9 δs = p_shi f t(δ );
10 PQ .push(δs , score(δs ));
11 for дap = 1 to MAX_GAP do
12 δe = p_expand(δ ,дap);
13 PQ .push(δe , score(δe ));
14 return ∆;
Based on this heuristic idea, we propose a perturbation
vector generation method in Algorithm 3, within the similar
shift-expand operations in [30]. We name them p_shi f t and
p_expand to distinguish from the shift operation of CSA. Let
δ = {(i1,hi1(q)(j1)), (i2,hi2(q)(j2)), · · · , (ie ,hie (q)(je ))}. They
are defined as follows:
• p_shi f t(δ ): use the next alternative hash value of the
last modification operation of δ , i.e., p_shi f t(δ ) = {(i1,
hi1(q)(j1)), (i2,hi2(q)(j2)), · · · , (ie ,hie (q)(je+1))};
• p_expand(δ ,дap): append (ie +дap,hie+дap(q)(1)) to δ ,
i.e., p_expand(δ ,дap) = {(i1,hi1(q)(j1)), (i2,hi2(q)(j2)),
· · · , (ie ,hie (q)(je )), (ie + дap,hie+дap (q)(1))}.
Remarks. Even though the formulas ofp_shi f t andp_expand
are very similar to [30], themeaning of the perturbation vec-
tor is different. Following the similar proofs from [30], it can
be shown that all perturbation vectors with gap less than
MAX_GAP can be generated by Algorithm 3, and they will
be probed in ascending order of their scores.
5 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
5.1 Quality Guarantee
We now establish a quality guarantee for LCCS-LSH. Given
any two stringsT = [t1, t2, · · · , tm] andQ = [q1,q2, · · · ,qm],
suppose the probability that ti = qi for each i is indepen-
dent and equals to p, i.e., Pr[ti = qi ] = p. Let Fm,p(x) =
Pr[|LCCS(T ,Q)| ≤ x] be the CDF of the length of LCCS be-
tween T and Q . Notably, Fm,p(x) decreases monotonically
as p increases whenm and x are fixed.
Let B(q,R) and B¯(q,R) be the set of {o ∈ D | Dist(o,q) ≤
R} and {o ∈ D | Dist(o,q) > R}, respectively. Since Fm,p (x)
is monotonic w.r.t. p, we have Lemma 5.1 as follows.
Lemma 5.1: Given a parameter x such that 0 < x ≤ m, for
any oi ∈ B¯(q, cR),
Pr[|LCCS(H (oi ),H (q))| ≤ x] ≥ Fm,p2(x),
and for any o∗j ∈ B(q,R),
Pr[|LCCS(H (o∗j ),H (q))| > x] ≥ 1 − Fm,p1(x).
According to Lemma 5.1, if we want to demonstrate that
LCCS-LSH enjoys the (R, c)-NNS with constant probability,
we first need to study the property of Fm,p (x).
According to [17], the longest consecutive heads in n coin
tosses with Pr[Head] = p can be asymptotically estimated
by the largest value of n(1 − p) i.i.d. random variables that
follow the exponential distribution. Thus, for a sufficiently
largem, if we follow the similar constructions to LCCS-LSH
except for the first randomvariable, Fm,p (x) can also bemod-
eled by the largest value ofm(1 − p) i.i.d. random variables
that follow the exponential distribution. Hence,
Lemma5.2: Let Fˆp (x) = exp(−px ) be the CDF of the extreme
value distribution of x . Asm →∞, ∀x ,
Fm,p (x) − Fˆp (x − log1/p (m(1 − p))) → 0.
Proof. Lemma 5.2 holds due to the Theorem 1 of [17]. It
corresponds to the case when k = 0 [17]. 
Theorem 5.1: Given a distance metric Dist(·, ·) that admits
an (R, cR,p1,p2)-sensitive LSH familyH , the LCCS-LSH scheme
with hash length m can answer the (R, c)-NNS over Dist(·, ·)
by conducting λ-LCCS search with a probability at least 1/4,
where λ =m1−1/ρn(1−p1)−1/ρ (1−p2)(ln 2)1/ρ/p2 = O(m1−1/ρn)
and ρ = ln(1/p1)/ln(1/p2).
Proof. Let Fˆm,p(x) = Fˆp (x−log1/p (m(1−p))). Themedian
of Fˆm,p(x), x1/2,p , can be computed as
x1/2,p = logp (ln(2)) + log1/pm(1 − p), (6)
and the (1 − k/n) quantile of Fˆm,p(x) can be computed as
x1−k/n,p = logp (− ln(1 − k/n)) + log1/pm(1 − p). (7)
Consider the case of verifying k candidates from the k-
LCCS search of H (q). For a sufficiently large n, according
to Lemma 5.1 and the Central Limit Theory, the kth longest
LCCS between H (oi ) and H (q) for n objects oi ∈ B¯(q, cR) is
less than x1−k/n,p2 with a probability at least 1/2. In addition,
according to Lemma 5.1, any objecto∗ ∈ B(q,R) has a longer
LCCS than x1/2,p1 with a probability at least 1/2. If the con-
dition x1/2,p1 ≥ x1−k/n,p2 + 1 holds, there will be at least one
object o∗ appeared in the k candidates from k-LCCS search
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Table 1: Space and time complexities of E2LSH, C2LSH, and LCCS-LSH under different settings of α
Methods α m λ Space Complexity Indexing Time Complexity Query Time Complexity
E2LSH [11] – – – O(n1+ρ ) O(n1+ρη(d) logn) O(nρ (η(d) logn + d))
C2LSH [15] – – – O(n logn) O(n logn(η(d)+ logn)) O(n logn)
LCCS-LSH
0 O(1) O(n) O(n) O(n(η(d) + logn)) O(nd)
1 O(nρ ) O(nρ ) O(n1+ρ ) O(n1+ρ (η(d) + logn)) O(nρ (η(d) + d + logn))
1
1−ρ O(n
ρ
1−ρ ) O(1) O(n 11−ρ ) O(n 11−ρ (η(d) + logn)) O(n
ρ
1−ρ (η(d) + logn) + d)
of H (q) with a probability at least 1/4. According to Equa-
tions 6 and 7, when n →∞, the condition
x1/2,p1 ≥ x1−k/n,p2 + 1
⇐= − ln(1 − k/n) ≥ m1−1/ρ (1 − p1)−1/ρ (1 − p2)(ln 2)1/ρ/p2
⇐= k/n ≥ m1−1/ρ (1 − p1)−1/ρ (1 − p2)(ln 2)1/ρ/p2
⇐= k ≥ m1−1/ρn(1 − p1)−1/ρ (1 − p2)(ln 2)1/ρ/p2.
Thus, by setting λ =m1−1/ρn(1− p1)−1/ρ (1 − p2)(ln 2)1/ρ/p2,
with a probability at least 1/4: if B(q,R) , ∅, LCCS-LSH can
get at least one o ∈ B(q, cR) by conducting a λ-LCCS search;
if B(q, cR) = ∅, LCCS-LSH can trivially return nothing as no
candidate from λ-LCCS search is in B(q,R). 
5.2 Space and Time Complexities
LCCS-LSH is LSH-family-independent and it can handle var-
ious kinds of distance metrics. Thus, we first discuss the
complexities of distance computation and the computation
of hash values. For simplicity, we assume the computation
of Dist(·, ·) takes O(d) time. The complexity of the compu-
tation of hash values for different LSH families is different.
We assume computing each hash value takes O(η(d)) time.
For example, the random projection LSH family [11] takes
O(d) time, the cross polytope LSH family [3, 36] requires
O(d logd) time, whereas the random bits sampling LSH fam-
ily [23] for Hamming distance only needs η(d) = O(1).
According to Theorem 3.1, the query time complexity of
Algorithm 2 is O(logn + (m + λ) logm), and the space and
indexing time complexities of Algorithm 1 are O(mn) and
O(mn log(n)), respectively. In addition, in the indexing phase
of LCCS-LSH, computing nm hash values for n data objects
takes O(nm · η(d)) time. In the query phase of LCCS-LSH,
computingm hash values for each query takes O(m · η(d))
time and computing the actual distance for λ candidates
takesO(λd) time. According to Theorem 5.1, λ is determined
by m and n. By setting different m values, LCCS-LSH has
different time and space complexities. Thus, we introduce
a parameter α to control the value ofm in different scales.
According to Theorems 3.1 and 5.1, we have
Corollary 5.1: For any 0 ≤ α ≤ 11−ρ , setting m = O(nα ρ ),
LCCS-LSH can answer the (R, c)-NNS with a probability at
least 1/4 usingO(n1+α ρ) space,O(n1+α ρ (η(d)+ logn)) index-
ing time, andO(nα ρ (η(d) + α logn) + nα (ρ−1)+1(d + α logn))
query time.
The upper-bound of α is 11−ρ , because λ is at least 1. There
are three typical settings of α : (i) α = 0: the query time
complexity of LCCS-LSH is equivalent to the complexity
of linear scan; (ii) α = 1: compared with E2LSH [11] and
C2LSH [15], LCCS-LSH enjoys the least query time com-
plexity; moreover, LCCS-LSH has the same space complex-
ity as E2LSH and its index time complexity is also lower
than that of E2LSH; C2LSH enjoys the least space and in-
dexing time complexities, but its query time complexity is
the largest among the three methods; (iii) α = 11−ρ : LCCS-
LSH verifies only constant number of candidates, and thus
it is suitable to the case that computing hash values is much
cheaper than computing actual distances, e.g., the random
bits sampling LSH family for Hamming distance in a very
high dimensional space. Setting α in between 0 and 11−ρ can
smoothly control the trade-off between space and time com-
plexities. We summarize the space and time complexities of
E2LSH, C2LSH, and LCCS-LSH in Table 1.
As discussed in Section 2.1, to get a data structure for c-
ANNS, one should build multiple data structures for (R, c)-
NNS with different R ∈ {1, c, c2, · · · }. This is because given
an (R, cR,p1,p2)-sensitive LSH family H , the parameters K
and L in the static concatenating search framework depends
on p1 and p2, which might be different when considering
different R values. For LCCS-LSH, given a fixed ρ, since p1
and p2 only affect m by constant factors, it is possible to
build one index to handle variant R values without chang-
ing the asymptotic time complexity. Specifically, given an
(R, cR,p1,p2)-sensitive LSH familyH , ifH satisfies the con-
dition that ρR ≤ ρ∗ < 1 for all considered R values, LCCS-
LSH can handle c-ANNS using the same asymptotic time
and space complexity as (R, c)-NNS. For example, the cross-
polytope LSH family [3, 36] satisfies this condition, because
it has the property that ρR =
1
c2
4−c2R2
4−R2 +o(1) ≤ ρ∗ = 1c2 +o(1)
for all R values according to Corollary 1 of [3]. On the other
hand, the random projection LSH family [11] does not sat-
isfy this condition since ρ could be arbitrarily close to 1 for
certain R values oncew is fixed.
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6 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we study the performance of LCCS-LSH and
MP-LCCS-LSH over five real-life datasets for high dimen-
sional c-ANNS. All methods are implemented in C++ and
are compiled with g++ 8.3 using -O3 optimization. We con-
duct all experiments in a single thread on a machine with 8
Intel i7-3820 @ 3.60GHz CPUs and 64 GB RAM, running on
Ubuntu 16.04.
6.1 Datasets and Queries
Weuse five real-life datasets in our experiments, which cover
a wide range of data types, including audio, image, text, and
deep-learning data. We randomly select 100 objects from
their test sets and use them as queries. The statistics of datasets
and queries are summarized in Table 2.
• Msong.1 The Msong dataset is a collection of about 1
million 420-dimensional audio features and metadata
for a contemporary popular music tracks.
• Sift.2 The Sift dataset has 1 million 128-dimensional
image sift features.
• Gist.3 Gist is a 960-dimensional dataset with 1 million
image gist features.
• GloVe.4 It contains about 1.2 million 100-dimensional
text embedding features extracted from Tweets.
• Deep.5 It is a 256-dimensional dataset that contains
1 million deep neural codes of images obtained from
the activations of a convolutional neural network.
6.2 Evaluation Metrics
We use the following metrics for performance evaluation.
• Index Size and Indexing Time. We use the index
size and indexing time to evaluate the indexing over-
head of a method. The index size is defined by the
memory usage for a method to build index. Similarly,
the indexing time is defined as the wall-clock time for
a method to build index.
• Recall. We use recall to measure the accuracy of a
method. For the c-k-ANNS, it is defined as the frac-
tion of the total amount of data objects returned by a
method that are appeared in the exact k NNs.
• Ratio. Overall ratio (or simply ratio) is also a popular
measure to access the accuracy of a method. For the c-
k-ANNS, it is defined as 1
k
∑k
i=1
Dist (oi ,q)
Dist (o∗i ,q) , where oi is
the ith nearest object returned by a method and o∗i is
the exact ith NN, where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,k}. Intuitively,
a smaller overall ratio means a higher accuracy.
1http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/mir/msd/download.html.
2http://corpus-texmex.irisa.fr/.
3http://corpus-texmex.irisa.fr/.
4https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
5https://github.com/DBWangGroupUNSW/nns_benchmark.
Table 2: Statistics of datasets and queries
Datasets #Objects #Queries d Data Size Type
Msong 992,272 100 420 1.6 GB Audio
Sift 1,000,000 100 128 488.3 MB Image
Gist 1,000,000 100 900 3.6 GB Image
GloVe 1,183,514 100 100 451.5 MB Text
Deep 1,000,000 100 256 976.6 MB Deep
• Query Time.We consider the query time to evaluate
the efficiency of a method. It is defined as the wall-
clock time of a method to conduct a c-k-ANNS.
We report the average recall and ratio over all queries,
and we run each method for each experiment five times to
report its average running time and indexing overhead.
6.3 Benchmark Methods
Since LCCS-LSH is independent of LSH family and it sup-
ports c-ANNS with various kinds of distance metrics, we
consider the randomprojection LSH family and cross-polytope
LSH family and conduct experiments under two popular dis-
tance metrics, i.e., Euclidean distance and Angular distance.
To make a fair comparison with different kinds of search
framework, we select several state-of-the-art LSH schemes
as benchmarks. Specifically, we evaluate the methods de-
scribed as follows.
• LCCS-LSHandMP-LCCS-LSH.Both schemes adopt
the LCCS search framework for c-k-ANNS. Compared
to LCCS-LSH, we add an intelligent probing strategy
toMP-LCCS-LSH to reduce the indexing overhead.We
evaluate both schemes for c-k-ANNS under Euclidean
distance and Angular distance, respectively.
• Multi-Probe LSH.Multi-Probe LSH [12, 30] uses the
static concatenating search framework with an intel-
ligent probing strategy for c-k-ANNS. It is based on
the random projection LSH family and is designed for
Euclidean distance. We use a public implementation6
by the authors for performance evaluations.
• FALCONN. Similar to Multi-Probe LSH, FALCONN
[3] also applies the static concatenating search frame-
workwith an intelligent probing strategy forc-k-ANNS.
It is based on the cross polytope LSH family and is
designed for Angular distance. We use a public imple-
mentation7 by the authors in the experiments.
• E2LSH. E2LSH [1, 11] adopts the static concatenating
search framework directly for c-k-ANNS. It is based
on the random projection LSH family and is designed
for Euclidean distance. To make a further comparison,
6http://lshkit.sourceforge.net/.
7https://falconn-lib.org/.
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Figure 4: Query time-recall curves (lower is better) of retrieving top-10 NNs under Euclidean distance.
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Figure 5: Query time-recall curves (lower is better) of retrieving top-10 NNs under Angular distance.
we adapt it for Angular distance, where the LSH func-
tions are drawn from the cross-polytope LSH family.
• C2LSH.C2LSH [15] applies a dynamic collision count-
ing framework for c-k-ANNS. Similar to E2LSH, it is
designed for Euclidean distance. We also adapt it for
Angular distance, where the LSH functions are drawn
from the cross-polytope LSH family.
• SRS. SRS [34] is a state-of-the-art LSH-based method
which is designed for Euclidean distance. It converts
data objects into low dimensions based on random
projection and indexes them by a single R-tree for c-
k-ANNS. We use its memory version8 with cover-tree
for comparison.
• QALSH. Similar to C2LSH, QALSH [21] applies the
dynamic collision counting framework for c-k-ANNS
and it is designed for Euclidean distance. For themillion-
scale datasets, we use its memory version QALSH+9
for comparison to reduce false positives.
For the c-k-ANNS, we set k ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100}. To
make a fair comparison, we fix the maximum number of
LSH functions for all methods. Specifically, we set K ∈ {1, 2,
3, · · · , 10} and L ∈ {8, 16, 32, · · · , 512} for E2LSH, Multi-
Probe LSH, and FALCONN such that KL ≤ 512; we setm ∈
{8, 16, 32, · · · , 512} and l ∈ {2, 3, · · · , 10} for C2LSH; we
set the projected dimensions d ′ ∈ {4, 5, · · · , 10} for SRS; for
8https://github.com/DBWangGroupUNSW/SRS.
9https://github.com/HuangQiang/QALSH_Mem.
QALSH, we adopt QALSH+10 and set c ∈ {2.0, 3.0, 4.0} for
each block to build QALSH. For LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-
LSH, we setm ∈ {8, 16, 32, · · · , 512} and #probes ∈ {1,m +
1, 2m + 1, 4m + 1, 8m + 1}. w is fine-tuned for the random
projection LSH family,11 so that all methods achieve their
best performance.
6.4 Results and Analysis
We study the performance of LCCS-LSH andMP-LCCS-LSH
in terms of five aspects: the query performance, indexing
performance, the sensitivity to k , the impact ofm, and the
impact of #probes .
QueryPerformance.Wefirst study the query performance
of LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-LSH. Different number of can-
didates and probes are used for all methods to achieve dif-
ferent recall levels. To remove the impact of parameters for
each method, we report their lowest query time for all com-
binations of parameters under each certain recall level us-
ing grid search. We consider k = 10. The query time-recall
curves under Euclidean distance and Augular distance are
shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Similar trends can
be observed from other k values.
10We use kd-tree to split dataset into blocks and set leaf = 20, 000. We
set L ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40} projections and L ∗M ∈ {100, 240, 400} boundary
objects for each block as representative objects to determine close blocks.
11Specifically, w is set to be 18.75, 226.0, 11294.0, 4.65, and 0.66 for the
datasets Msong, Sift, Gist, GloVe, and Deep, respectively.
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From Figure 4, we observe LCCS-LSH andMP-LCCS-LSH
achieve the best or nearly the best performance under Eu-
clidean distance. Comparedwith E2LSH, QALSH, andMulti-
Probe LSH, even though they are close to each other over
Gist andGloVe, LCCS-LSH andMP-LCCS-LSH achieve around
240% acceleration over Msong, 70% acceleration over Sift,
and 80% acceleration over Deep under certain recall level.
These results also demonstrate the efficiency of CSA for the
LCCS search framework in the sense that identifying ob-
jects with the maximum length of LCCS is as efficient as
hash table lookups. Furthermore, Multi-Probe LSH enjoys
a slightly better trade-off between efficiency and accuracy
than E2LSH, which satisfies the observations from [1, 11].
Compared with C2LSH and SRS, both LCCS-LSH and MP-
LCCS-LSH achieve at least one order of magnitude accel-
eration under certain recall level for all of the five datasets,
because the query time complexity of C2LSH is muchworse
than that of LCCS-LSH and SRS makes use of tree-based
method to retrieve the candidates which is not as efficient
as CSA. The performance of LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-LSH
are close to each other. This is because although MP-LCCS-
LSH introduces more probing overhead, it checks for fewer
candidates than LCCS-LSH at the same recall level due to its
intelligent probing strategy.
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From Figure 5, similar to the results under Euclidean dis-
tance, the performanceof LCCS-LSH andMP-LCCS-LSHun-
der Augular distance is better than those of other methods
among all datasets, and their advantages are more apparent.
Specifically, LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-LSH achieve at least
100% acceleration compared with the second fastest com-
petitor under 50% recall level for all datasets. Furthermore,
the performance of FALCONN is sightly better than that of
E2LSH, especially when the recall level is high, which also
fits the observations from [3]. The query time-ratio curves
show similar trends to the query time-recall curves. To be
concise, we omit those results here.
Indexing Performance. We then study the indexing per-
formance of LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-LSH.We continue to
consider k = 10. Since different parameters are used at dif-
ferent recall levels, we present the lowest query time under
different index size (or indexing time) of all methods at 50%
recall level, to show the trade-off between query time and
index size (or indexing time). The results under Euclidean
distance and Angular distance are displayed in Figures 6 and
7, respectively.12 Similar trends can be observed from other
recall levels.
12We do not show the results if the methods do not achieve 50% recall level
in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 6 shows that MP-LCCS-LSH enjoys better trade-
off between query time and indexing overhead than LCCS-
LSH, especially when only few memory is used. This means
that the intelligent probing strategy of MP-LCCS-LSH can
help to produce more candidates efficiently whenm is rela-
tively small. Among all of the seven methods, Multi-Probe
LSH is competitive in terms of the trade-off between query
time and index size as it is designed to save space with-
out losing too much information. For Gist and GloVe, Multi-
Probe LSH uses less indexing overhead than MP-LCCS-LSH
under the same query time, whereas for Msong, Sift, and
Deep, MP-LCCS-LSH takes less query time under the same
indexing budget if more memory is allowed. Compared to
other competitors, MP-LCCS-LSH enjoys a better trade-off
between query time and indexing overhead. The reasons
are as follows: due to the static concatenating search frame-
work, E2LSH cannot share LSH functions between differ-
ent hash tables, which leads to a large indexing overhead;
C2LSH, SRS, andQALSH canachieve goodperformancewith
small indexing budget, but they cannot significantly reduce
the query time when more memory is allowed.
We also observe that increasing index size (and indexing
time) cannot always reduce the query time of all methods,
because certain index size is good enough to achieve 50%
recall. In this case, using more hash functions will introduce
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more memory and more indexing time. Similar pattern can
be observed from Figure 7 under Angular distance.
Sensitivity to k. Next, we study sensitivity to k for the
query performanceof LCCS-LSH andMP-LCCS-LSH in terms
of recall, ratio, and query time.We considerk ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 20,
50, 100}. To remove the impact of parameters for eachmethod,
we present their best query performance vs. k for all com-
binations of parameters under the similar recall levels. The
results of all methods over Sift under Euclidean distance and
Angular distance are shown in Figure 8. Similar trends can
be observed from other datasets.
From Figure 8, except for C2LSH, the slope of LCCS-LSH
and MP-LCCS-LSH on k is similar to those of other com-
petitors. Thus, LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-LSH are at least as
stable as other methods. For C2LSH, it is more stable than
others, because it requires O(n) query time to carefully se-
lect candidates and it is inefficient. Furthermore, under the
similar recall levels, the ratios of all methods are close to
each other, whereas LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-LSH enjoys
less query time than other competitors, which is consistent
with the results presented in Figures 4 and 5.
Impact ofm.We study the impact ofm for LCCS-LSH. Fig-
ure 9 shows the query time at different recall levels of LCCS-
LSH by setting differentm ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512} for
Sift dataset under Euclidean distance and Angular distance.
Similar trends can be observed for other datasets.
As can be seen from Figure 9, LCCS-LSH achieves differ-
ent trade-off between query time and recall under different
settings ofm, and in general, a largerm lead to less query
time at the same recall levels especially when the recalls are
high. Furthermore, at certain recall level, e.g., 25% for Sift
under Euclidean distance, increasing m will no longer de-
crease the query time. It means that at this recall level, the
corresponding m is optimal among all considered m’s for
LCCS-LSH, e.g.,m = 256 is optimal for Sift at 25% recall.
Impact of #probes . Finally, we study the impact of #probes
for MP-LCCS-LSH. We set m = 128 and consider #probes
ranging from {1,m + 1, 2m + 1, 4m + 1, 8m + 1}.13 Figure 10
shows the query time of MP-LCCS-LSH over Sift at differ-
ent recall levels for different #probes . Similar trends can be
observed from otherm’s and other datasets.
From Figure 10, we observe that MP-LCCS-LSH can accel-
erate the c-k-ANNS of LCCS-LSH at relatively high recall
levels, where LCCS-LSH needs to check more candidates
than MP-LCCS-LSH. However, for the lower recall levels,
since the cost of each probe is higher than the time spent on
verification, LCCS-LSH is better than MP-LCCS-LSH. This
also confirms the results fromFigures 6 and 7 thatMP-LCCS-
LSH can reduce indexing overhead of LCCS-LSH but can
13MP-LCCS-LSH is equivalent to LCCS-LSH when #probes = 1.
hardly improve the query time when LCCS-LSH uses suffi-
cient memory.
6.5 Summary
Based on the experimental results, we have three impor-
tant observations. Firstly, both LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-
LSH are able to answer c-k-ANNS under Euclidean distance
andAngular distance, which verifies their flexibilities to sup-
port various kinds of distance metrics. Secondly, both LCCS-
LSH and MP-LCCS-LSH outperforms state-of-the-art meth-
ods, such asMulti-Probe LSH, FALCONN, E2LSH, andC2LSH.
Specifically, LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-LSH enjoy a better
trade-off between efficiency and accuracy than other com-
petitors. In addition, inmost of datasets, they also have a bet-
ter trade-off between the query time and indexing overhead
than Multi-Probe LSH, FALCONN, E2LSH and C2LSH. Fi-
nally,MP-LCCS-LSH is better than LCCS-LSH. Both schemes
have almost the same trade-off between efficiency and accu-
racy, but MP-LCCS-LSH enjoys a better trade-off between
query time and indexing overhead than LCCS-LSH.
7 RELATEDWORK
NNS is a classic problem and is ubiquitous in various fields.
The exact NNS in low-dimensional space is well solved by
the tree-based methods [6, 18, 26]. Due to the “curse of di-
mensionality," these solutions cannot scale up to high dimen-
sional space. Since the schemes we proposed are LSH-based
methods, we focus on LSH schemes for high-dimensional
c-ANNS.
LSH was originally introduced by Indyk and Motwani
[23] for Hamming space, and later was extended to other
distance metrics such as Jaccard similarity [8], Angular dis-
tance [10, 36], and lp distance [11]. Although extensive stud-
ies have been done for the LSH families, the search frame-
work behind the LSH families is less investigated. Existing
works for the search framework can be roughly divided into
two categories: static concatenating search framework and
dynamic collision counting framework and their variants.
The first category is the static concatenating search frame-
work and its variants. This search framework is most widely
used in the LSH literatures. There are two potential prob-
lems behind this search framework. Firstly, the setting of K
is sensitive to R, and hence it needs to be tuned for every
dataset. Secondly, the theoretical L is usually prohibitively
large. Thus, many variants of this search framework have
been proposed to address these two issues.
To make K suitable for different R values and datasets,
LSH-Forest [5] concatenates hash values into a sequence in-
stead of a single hash value, so that the LCP between the
hash values of query and data objects can be found via a
trie structure. LSB-Forest [35] uses a z-order curve to en-
code the hash values and uses a B-tree to index the hash
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codes. Hence, theK value can be conceptually automatically
decided for different R. Similarly, SK-LSH [29] sorts the com-
pound keys in alphabetical order, and thus it can reduce the
I/O costs for external storages. Compared with these meth-
ods, LCCS-LSH uses the data structure CSA to store hash
values. Since CSA can reuse the hash values in every posi-
tion, it carries more information than sequence and curves.
From this perspective, LCCS-LSH can be considered to ex-
tend them by virtually building more trees. To reduce the
large L, Multi-Probe LSH [30] is proposed to heuristically
boost conceptual L by probing more buckets without extra
memory usage. FALCONN [3] further demonstrates its ef-
fectiveness on another LSH family. We also propose a new
Multi-Probe schemeMP-LCCS-LSH to boost the conceptual
L and reduce the indexing overhead.
Another category is the dynamic collision counting frame-
work. C2LSH [15] uses the number of identical hash values
that data objects and query collide as the indicator of their
actual distance. QALSH [21, 22] further extends this idea
by considering real number as “hash value." The counting-
based indicator, although can identify the near neighbors
of query precisely, unavoidably requires to count a large
number of false positives, which limits its scalability when
n is very large. In contrast, LCCS-LSH can be understood
as a dynamic concatenating search framework. By leverag-
ing CSA for k-LCCS search, LCCS-LSH is able to answer
c-ANNS with sublinear query time and sub-quadratic space.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a novel LSH scheme LCCS-LSH
for high-dimensional c-ANNS with a theoretical guarantee.
We define a new concept of LCCS and propose a novel data
structure CSA for k-LCCS search. CSA is potentially of sepa-
rate interest for other fields of computer science. LCCS-LSH
adopts the LCCS search framework to dynamically concate-
nate consecutive hash values, which yields a simple yet ef-
fective way to identify the close objects. It requires to tune a
single parameterm only, which is unavoidable for the trade-
off between space and query time. In addition, we propose
MP-LCCS-LSH to further reduce the indexing overhead. Ex-
tensive experiments over five real-life datasets demonstrate
the superior performance of LCCS-LSH and MP-LCCS-LSH.
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